Fluorescence Molecular Tomography Based on Group Sparsity Priori for Morphological Reconstruction of Glioma.
Fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) is an important tool for life science, which can noninvasive real-time three-dimensional (3-D) visualization for fluorescence source location. FMT is widely used in tumor research due to its high-sensitive and low cost. However, the reconstruction of FMT is difficlut. Although the reconstruction methods of FMT have developed rapidly in recent years, the morphological reconstruction of FMT is still a challenge problem. Thus, the purpose of this study is to realize the morphological reconstruction performance of FMT in glioma research. In this study, group sparsity was used as a new priori information for FMT. Besides sparsity, group sparsity also takes the group structure of the fluorescent sources, which can maintain the morphological information of the sources. Fused LASSO method (FLM) was proved it can efficiently model the group sparsity prior. Thus, we utilize FLM to reconstruct the morphological information of glioma. Besides, to reduce the influence of the high scattering of skull, we modified the FLM for improving the accuracy of morphological reconstruction. Glioma numerical simulation model and in vivo glioma model were established to evaluate the performance of morphological reconstruction of the proposed method. The results demonstrated that the proposed method was efficient to reconstruct the morphological information of glioma. Group sparsity priori can effectively improve the morphological accuracy of FMT reconstruction. Group sparsity can maintain the morphological information of fluorescent sources effectively, which has great application potential in FMT. The group sparsity based methods can realize the morphological reconstruction, which is of great practical significance in tumor reasearch.